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Superconducting energy gap in YBa,Cu3O7 have been investigated using break
junctions. The tunneling conductance, di/dV, at T= 4.2 K shows no leakage around
zero bias, while the gap edge peaks are broadened compared to the simple BCS
density of states. These features suggest the spatial distribution of the energy gap or
the anisotropic j-wave pairing. The observed largest gap value, determined by the
peak-to-peak(p-/>) separation in dl/dV, is 140 meV, which corresponds to the 4A of
an SIS junction. The observed tunneling density of states is fairly well expressed by
the probability distribution of the energy gap using the BCS density of states.

Electron tunneling technique has been provided the most direct information about
the mechanism of superconductivity through the measurements of the quasiparticle
density of states[l]. However, the tunneling measurements using the high-rc
superconductors have been confronted with serious difficulties because of the surface
degradation of samples during the junction fabrication processes. One of the solutions
against the difficulties is to use the in situ break junction. Since this technique
provides the most clean and unaffected junction interface, intrinsic feature of the
tunneling density of states can be obtained.

In this paper, we report on the tunneling measurements of the superconducting
energy gap in Y(Gd)Ba,Cu3O7 using the break junction technique. For the
measurements, polycrystaftine samples with Tc = 90 K and the resistive transition
width ATC < 1 K were used. The junctions were formed by fracturing the thin
strip-shaped sample in liquid helium just before the measurements. It is noted that in
the break junction method, the fractured surface will be rough so that the scattering
of tunneling electrons in the junction is expected to occur. In this case it is considered
that the averaged tunneling density of states with respect to the Fermi surface is
obtained. The tunneling conductance, dl/dV, were measured using a standard lock-in
technique with a constant modulation amplitude of 100 jiV.

Figure 1 shows the tunneling conductances from the different GuBa,Cu3O7(GBCO)
break junctions at T=A3 - 4.7 K. In Fig. 1 (a), the magnitudes of the conductance
are largely different between opposite bias polarities, but the peak positions in dl/dV
occur at ± 70 mV. The gap structure is largely broadened compared to the simple
BCS denstity of states and the large leakage conductance is observed. On the other
hand, the gap-edge peaks in dl/dV in Fig. l(b) are much sharper than those in Fig.
l(a), and no leakage conductance is observed around zero bias. The junction resistance
at the gap edge is 300 kfi in Fig. l(b), which is much higher than 400 Q. in Fig. l(a).
Nevertheless, the peak-to-peak separation of 140 mV in dl/dV is similar with each
other and this is the largest value observed in our measurements. From these facts,
the value of 140 meV is considered to be Ahpp of the SIS(S=Superconductor,
I=Insulator) structure in the break junction, where the A is defined by the half
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value of the peak-to-peak separation in dl/dV of an SIN(N=Normal metal) junction.
As- shown in Fig.l, the conductance peak position is almost independent of the shape
of the curve. This is different from the usual broadening of the BCS density of
states, where the peak position is moved to higher bias with increasing the broadening
parameter[2]. The A_. = 35 meV is consistent with the largest gap value obtained
from the Andreev reflection measurements of YBCO[3] and is almost the same as
that of B i ^ C a C u P g single crystal[4]. The structure at the bias of + 50 mV in Fig.
l(b) is probably due to ?Ap.Je from a lower r phase because the well defined gap
structure with 4/1^ = 100 meV was also reproducible in our measurements.

Figure 2 shows the tunneling conductance (solid points) from a YBCO break
junction at T = 4.2 K with an s-wave like gap structure. This is our best data in a
sense that there is a wide zero-conductance bias region within the gap. The peaks in
dl/dV occur at ± 35 mV, while there is no leakage within ± 15 mV. Since the
peak-to-peak separation of 70 mV is half that of Fig.l, this can be attributed to the
2A Je of an SIN junction which is accidentaly formed in the break junction. The
background conductance shown by the solid curve in Fig. 2 is obtained by the fitting
using the data between ± 6 5 - 8 5 mV. The curve is expressed by the parabolic shape
of a + p v + yVzwitha = 21.8 xl0'6[S],|3 = -3.3 x 10 "5 [S/V], and y = 3.3 x 10 "3

[S/V2][lj. The asymmetry of the background about zero bias is due to the asymmetric
barrier profile.

The normalized conductance, which is obtained from the raw data in Fig. 2
devided by the background at each bias point, is shown by the open circles in Fig. 3.
The asymmetric feature of the raw data in Fig. 2 is more or less diminished by this
procedure, which makes the data more reliable. To evaluate the tunneling density of
states for YBCO, we have fitted the experimental data in Fig. 3 with the calculated
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Fig. 2 Tunneling conductance from a YBa,Cu3O7 break junction. Solid points and
solid curve represent the experimental raw data and the fitted background (see text),
respectively.

curve. For the fitting function, we here introduce the probability distribution of the
BCS density of states as follows,

N.(E) = Nn(0) / (E2 - A2)l/2} g(A) dA (1)

where. N (E) is the superconducting density of states, Np(0) is the normal state
density of states at zero bias, A is the energy gap, and g(A) is the weighting function
for the probability distribution^]. We assume that g(A) = (2n) 8 exp[ -(A-A,,)7(28)
] (the Gaussian distribution function) for A, < A < A2 and g(A) = 0 for A < A,, A} < A,
where A,, and 8 are the average gap value and the standard deviation, respectively.
The tunneling conductance were thus calculated and fitted to the experimental data
by choosing appropriate values of Ao, 8, A,, and A^ as the fitting parameters. In this
calculation, we put T= 0 K because thermal smearing at 4.2 K is not significant for
the superconductor with Tc = 90 K.

The fitting result is shown by the solid curve in Fig. 3. The calculated conductance
curve on the basis of the above assumption actually matches with the data especially
below the gap-peak biases. The disagreement between the experimental and calculated
curves at higher biases is due to ambiguity of determining the background. The
fitting parameters are A,, = 31 meV, 8 = 6 meV, A, = 17 meV and \ = 61 meV for
the negative bias, and Ao = 33 meV, 8 = 10 meV, A, = 17 meV and A2 = 71 meV for
the positive bias, respectively. The significant feature of the fitting result is that it
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Fig. 3 Conductance fitting result for YBajC^O, using the Gaussian distribution of
the BCS density of states. Open circles and solid curve repesent the experimental
data and the calculated curve using Eq. (l)(see text), respectively.

really needs a sharp cut off at A,, which indicates the existence of the minimum gap
value in the quasiparticle excitation spectrum. The higher-energy cut off at A, =
61-71 meV, which is larger than the SIN gap value of Ap.p = 35 meV, probably
reflects a mixture of the gaps from partly formed SIS junctions at the interface.

In conclusion, the measurements of the superconducting energy gap in YBajCu?O7
using the break junctions showed the s- wave like gap structure. The obtained tunneling
conductance is fairly well fitted with the Gaussian distribution of the BCS density of
states with the energy cut offs at both sides of the distribution. These features
indicate the existence of either the real gap distribution due to the local distribution
of oxygen concentration or the gap anisotropy in this compound.
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